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MULTI-HARMONIC RF SOURCE FOR THE ANTI-PROTON 





1.   Functional description 
  
1.1. Beam gymnastics 
 
 The proton beam sent to the pbar production target of AD will be obtained with 
gymnastics similar to the ones employed for AAC, but adapted to the situation of the LHC era, 
namely: 
i) the PSB sends to the PS 4 x 1 high intensity bunches at 1.4 GeV, which are injected into 4 
successive buckets of the PS on h=8. (Half a PS turn is then cleanly filled, without 
resorting to the RF dipole in the transfer line.) 
ii) these 4 bunches are accelerated to 26 GeV on h=8. (In case of problems due to the 
momentum spread at transition, the acceleration could be done on h=16 but this implies a 
splitting process at 1.4 GeV and a merging at 26 GeV). 
iii) on the 26 GeV flat-top the 4 bunches are adiabatically squeezed into 4 buckets on h=20 by 
a progressive increase of the harmonic number from 8 to 20 (batch compression process). 
This is obtained by stopping 4 cavities and separating the remaining ones in 3 pairs. Each 
pair in turn takes control of the beam by a smooth transition of the voltage on the gaps, so 
that the beam is successively going from h=8 to 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and finally to 20. 
iv) when the beam is on h=20 the final preparation takes place, which may include a 
synchronisation to an external reference, but always finishes with a bunch rotation under 
the maximum voltage on all cavities. 
 
1.2 RF functions 
 
 The description in section 1.1 shows that the low level RF has to generate all harmonic 
numbers from h=8 to 20 in steps of 2, with the adequate phase for the 4 bunches beam 
circulating in the machine. The free-running frequency at 26 GeV must be precise and 
reproducible to permit open loop operation. Built-in capability must be provided for opening 
and closing loops in the presence of beam. 
 Acceleration will probably take place on h=8, but h=16 is a possibility. 








 Simultaneous generation of 11 sine-waves (2 outputs each, 10 dBm /50 Ohms) properly 
phased to drive the 11 ferrite cavities 
 Output frequencies: 2.5 to 10.1 MHz 
 Revolution frequency defined by the Digital Frequency Word distributed in the Central 
Building (21 bits resolution, updated at the rate of the B0.1 train (< 300 kHz). 
 Generation of a reference train at the revolution frequency used as phase reference by all 
RF outputs. 
 Provide a control input for the reference revolution frequency to be used by the beam 
phase loop. Bandwidth: DC to ~ 500 kHz, Delay (measured at the RF outputs) < 2 μs. 
 Independent control of the phase at the revolution frequency of each output (resolution 
better than 1/32 degree ). 
 Independent control of the harmonic number of each output (from 8 to 32) on 16 bits for a 
smooth variation of the RF sent to the cavities. 
 Automatic synchronisation of each output when crossing an integer harmonic number. 
 
 
Preferences (whenever possible): 
 






3.   Basic design ideas (Block diagrams in figures 1 and 2) 
 
1) Generate a common h=128 clock for all sources (fclock < 62 MHz) “tagged” at the 
revolution frequency (fclock/128), so that every synthesiser downstream is locked without 
ambiguity and without the need for a delicate re-synchronisation step. The clock frequency 
comes from a DLP making the sum of the revolution frequency word and the control signal 
from the beam phase loop (block diagram in figure 1). 
 
2) Each RF synthesis module (11 units in total, see figure 2) is a Direct Digital Synthesiser. 
Modularity is excellent. Smooth frequency control is provided, with  the full 16 bits 
resolution of the h word.  
 
3) The phase accumulator in every DDS is reset when the harmonic control word reaches an 
integer value. The reset has to be synchronous with the revolution train derived by de-
tagging the h=128 clock. Phasing of cavities is then guaranteed on any harmonic, without 
the need for any external action.  
 
4) The phase offset obtained by multiplication of the azimuthal position of the cavity with the 
harmonic number is added to the output of the phase accumulator to get the RF phase for 
that cavity. Compensation of the phase shift due to the time of flight between cavity gaps is 
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Figure 2: RF source 
 
